Official rules for Monotype-XV valid from January 1, 2005

RIGHT OF WAY and SAFETY REQUIREMENTS for Monotype-XV ICEYACHTS

1. YACHT IN MOTION SHALL KEEP CLEAR OF A YACHT STOPPED


3a. PORT TACK SHALL KEEP CLEAR

3b. PORT TACK SHALL KEEP CLEAR

4a. ON-THE-WIND ON THE SAME TACK THE WINDWARD YACHT SHALL KEEP CLEAR

4b. OFF-THE-WIND ON THE SAME TACK THE LEEWARD YACHT SHALL KEEP CLEAR

5a. RIGHT-OF-WAY YACHT, DON’T ALTER COURSE SO AS TO MISLEAD OR PREVENT A NON RIGHT-OF-WAY YACHT FROM KEEPING CLEAR. SIGNAL! + COMMON SENSE.

5b. THE FASTER YACHT SHALL KEEP CLEAR

6. DON’T TACK OR JIBE IF COLLISION IS PROBABLE

7. OUTSIDE YACHT SHALL GIVE ROOM TO CLEAR AN OBSTRUCTION OR A Rounding MARK, AND TO CROSS THE FINISH LINE

8. ACT IN TERMS OF COMMON SENSE, SAFETY AND GOOD SPORTSMANSHIP!